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TRAVEL BURSARY REPORT
In June 2019, due to the generous support of the Worshipful Company of Upholders’ Ray Usher Travel
Bursary, I was able to travel to and attended the Chippendale International School of Furniture’s
Introductory Course.
As a self-employed upholsterer in a remote location of rural North East Scotland, transport and access
to high quality training is difficult to find. I make the weekly two-hundred-and-fifty-mile round trip to
Cornhill Courses Approved Training Center in Fife to be trained and assessed in the Association of
Master Upholstery and Soft Furnishings qualifications. I am nearing the end of my third stage (Diploma
June 2020) and thoroughly enjoying the challenge and opportunities of training at the same time as
starting to establish myself as an upholstery and soft furnishing service provider in my local community.
Although Huntly, Aberdeenshire is rural, I live and work within an
area that boasts large national trust properties, privately owned
castles and estate houses, hotels and wedding venues, farms as well
as villages and towns with a large proportion of traditionally built
properties that remain within generations of family members. My
discerning clients expect a professional and accomplished service,
not only requesting reupholstery of traditional and mid-century
seating but also, sourcing seating from the many salvage yards, pre
loved outlets and antique centers found in my local area, repairing
chair frames, designing and making bespoke soft furniture such as
head boards, footstools and ottomans.
Figure 1 My company branding
The Chippendale International School of Furniture has been established for 30 years and provides a
wide range of training opportunities from introductory, one-week courses to a professional full-time
course in Furniture Design and Making.
Although the course I attended was
an introduction, prior to attending I
was able to establish that the course
was suitable for my goals which were
as follows

Figure 2 The school is based near Berwick, in the
Borders of Scotland





to feel confident working with wood and woodworking tools,
be able to design and make bespoke stools
improve my ability in finishing woodwork
ability to access a network of professional furniture designers and makers in Scotland

Whilst the AMUSF stages gave me a great foundation in frame repair and treatment, increasingly there
is a need for a basic level of woodworking skills and the ability to source furniture makers if a more
specialist service is required.
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Figure 3 Common woods available for furniture designers and makers at Chippendale School
Before attending the introductory course, I had been accessing local joiners, but they often lacked the
appreciation and experience of working with upholstered frames and the fine and varied woods frames
are made from.

Figure 4 Various electric machinery and hand tools were used to make each of the projects
during the week’s course
The Chippendale courses have an integrated approach to learning. Through making the three items we
were introduced to different processes of construction, materials as well as the health and safety and
use of equipment and tools. The course allowed me to design and make several items from scratch
using a variety of woods as well as introduced me to tool sharpening and wood finishing such as shellac,
waxing, oils, stains, paints and decoupage.
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Figure 5 I finished several projects during the course: a large box with wooden hinges, a
turned bowl and a wooden upholstered stool
Through attending the course there have been, many ongoing benefits which have allowed me to
develop an interesting network of contacts across Scotland. I have developed links with several
furniture designer graduates of the Chippendale School, I pass my ‘beyond repair’ chairs to Mike at
Ochre and Wood for fixing, recommended upholstery options for Dale at Eucalypt furniture and I am
planning a collaboration with one of the course participants who works at Dundee University who is
also a product designer within DJCAD called Polly Duplock.

Figure 6 I have worked with Ochre and Wood and Eucalypt Furniture since returning from the
course.
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Figure 7 The Boat Shed Portsoy

Since my return to Huntly, I have access to our local
wood turner’s workshop where I can use turning
equipment and recycled wood. The wood turner’s
workshop only provides woodturning tools and
space however, I have also visited The Boatshed,
Portsoy. Unlike the growing number of ‘Men’s
sheds’ women are actively encouraged to get
involved in these groups and I have been invited
along to the Boat shed to access their teaching and
tools. We have discussed common areas of interest
including Marine Upholstery. I have arranged to visit
once the AMUSF course is complete.

With our community’s continued interest in sustainability,
recycling, reusing and upcycling old furniture, longer term, I would
like to develop short courses including making your own stool
using my own wooden frames made from locally sourced recycled
and sustainable wood. Working towards this I have been
developing my skills in recycling fabric samples to make new fabric
for small upholstery projects.
In addition, as a woman in what has traditionally been a male
dominated industry, having attended the AMUSF courses and the
Chippendale introductory course I feel I am in a good position to
promote alternative careers in furniture making and upholstery Figure 9 Upcycling waste fabric
to create new fabric suitable for
within my local secondary school and community. I have
upholstery
recently been selected as a MCR Pathway mentor. MCR
pathways is a Scottish Charitable
Organisation. Their primary purpose is to drive better educational outcomes for
care experienced young people. They do this through a comprehensive
programme which has mentoring at its core. Mentors are volunteers from all
walks of life who are committed to making the MCR pathway programme a
success.
Figure 8 MCR
means Motivation,
The Chippendale Course has
Commitment and
complemented my AMUSF training
Resilience
and has been a springboard for
some interesting projects over the past seven months. Once
the AMUSF course is complete in June 2020 I hope to take
full advantage of the new skills and contacts I have been
developing and look forward to seeing how I can apply my
learning and travel experience into my business and
practice. I’d like to thank Wendy Shorter and Anthony Usher
for their involvement in the bursary award and to Cornhill
Figure 10 Notes taken on course
Courses for making me aware of the opportunity.
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Figure 11 Prize Giving at Cornhill Courses: Steve Hutcheon (Walkers Upholstery), Anne
Murray (Sitsmith + Co.), Susan Houstoun (The Upholstery Works), Elsie Hutcheon
(Cornhill Courses)

Figure 12 Anne Murray, Sitsmith + Co. - AMUSF Level 2 final show
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